FloodSax® On The Flooding Frontline
When flooding strikes either inside or outside you have little time to act.
But now families and businesses can have instant protection with FloodSax® that are transformed
from being as light as a pillowcase to as tough and heavy as sandbags within minutes.
Save Lives
When Hurricane Sandy struck the USA in October 2012 it sent an
horrendous amount of debris heading for homes and people. Just look
at how this wall of FloodSax® (right) held back a colossal amount of
water and debris that would have devastated homes alongside the River
Delaware close to New Jersey.
Save Money
The damage caused by any kind of flood can be astronomical, described
by insurance companies as “the thief who takes everything in its wake”
as insurance claims from floods are typically 30 times greater than from
burglaries. That’s an awful lot of money, likely to send your insurance
premium spiralling and it could mean you even struggle to get flood
insurance again.
Save Space
The beauty of FloodSax® is that they come vacuumed-packed so can be
popped in the smallest of spaces – in a car or on a fire appliance. A box
of 20 FloodSax® which can be carried by one person and moved in a
car is the equivalent to a pallet of 20 sandbags that would need a
forklift to shift and at least a van to transport.
Save Mess
When flooding strikes it’s powerful enough to send water back up into
homes from sewers, flooding bathrooms with filthy water. Just one
FloodSax® popped down the toilet prevents this. Simply place them
under a leaking pipe or appliance such as a boiler or washing machine
and let the FloodSax® absorb all the water.
Save Property
FloodSax® have proven to be highly effective as they give instant
protection from flooding, leaks and spills. Just 30 of them built as a wall
protected £360,000 worth of equipment at this warehouse (left).
FloodSax® can be used as highly effective barriers to stop water getting
inside homes or businesses, but can also be used as barriers to divert
water away from properties and into drains or water courses such as
streams and becks.
Save Clean-up
Sandbags can deteriorate over time and eventually fall apart unlike
FloodSax® which are clean, dry and easy to store. Sandbags can also be
messy to clean up after the floodwater has subsided.
Save The Environment
FloodSax® don’t need to use the earth’s natural resources such as sand
and after they’ve been used can be simply and easily disposed of swiftly
in landfill sites where they will decompose over time.

When disaster strikes make sure you’ve FloodSax® to hand
FloodSax® are manufactured by Yorkshire company Environmental Defence Systems Ltd
www.floodsax.co.uk, email info@edslimited.co.uk or phone 01484 641009

